Flexible Service Options

Boeing Aircraft Transition Services offers a broad range of individual and flexible services designed to ensure seamless acceptance of your airplane return from lease or for its transition to the next lessee. The Boeing Aircraft Transition Services team works with fleet owners and operators to provide the right level of service for prompt and efficient airplane and records delivery back to the owner or to the next operator.

Total Logistics Management

Boeing Aircraft Transition Services offers turnkey management of aircraft returns and transitions, including leases, taking advantage of Boeing airplane design, maintenance expertise and data access, while utilizing world-class support services contracted through our supply chain partners. Boeing Aircraft Transition Services simplifies your transition effort through coordination with a single Boeing point of contact for your contracted transition project. The results are streamlined logistics and on-time redelivery.

Preparing Your Airplane for its Next Phase

Every airplane lease return and transition will benefit from the Boeing Edge, an advantage that results from the industry’s largest portfolio of services, support and solutions, helping to protect and improve the value of your asset today and tomorrow.
Aircraft Transition Services

Aircraft Transition Services Benefits

- Globally accepted original equipment manufacturer (OEM) certification
- “One Boeing” point of contact for aircraft returns, lease transitions and new operator requirements
- Reduced transition times through optimized logistics planning
- Reliable, accurate records management
- Maintenance program bridging
- Preservation of asset values

Aircraft Transition Services Solutions

- **Inspect** – Aircraft Transition Services aircraft evaluation specialists work on-site to comprehensively assess and document airplane status against return conditions and/or transition requirements. This includes regulatory requirements for the new operating environment.
- **Plan** – Aircraft Transition Services works with the aircraft owner and operator and with our supply chain partners to develop a detailed, achievable plan for a streamlined return or transition to a new operator.
- **Execute** – Aircraft Transition Services works in-house and on-site at the Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) provider to manage all transition aspects, including FAA Designated Airworthiness Representative (DAR) services for Certificate of Airworthiness.
- **Deliver** – Aircraft Transition Services delivers a prompt airplane return-to-service with globally accepted certification and airplane records.

- Airplane physical inspection
- Records review
- Historical records scanning
- Operational audit (e.g., ETOPS)
- Transition planning
- Task cards authoring
- Maintenance program bridging
- Maintenance check execution
- Foreign regulatory transition
- Service bulletins
- Interior, IFE and connectivity modifications
- Manual updates
- MRO project management
- Parts procurement/management
- Component overhauls
- Landing gear exchange
- Engine runs/boroscope
- Exterior paint
- Aircraft storage
- Ferry flights
- Certificate of Airworthiness assistance
- Avionics and performance modifications
Your existing in-house capabilities and capacity will help determine the best Aircraft Transition Services solution for your operation. Boeing’s goal is to ensure that your aircraft return or transition is efficient, low-risk and on-time. You choose whether Aircraft Transition Services manages your transition on-site alongside your chosen MRO or teams with a Boeing MRO partner for a turnkey solution.

The Boeing Edge is organized around your business to give you the advantages it takes to succeed. It is designed to optimize the management of aircraft returns and transitions, backed by the knowledge and experience that only Boeing can provide. When it is time to transition your aircraft to a new operator, Boeing Aircraft Transition Services will protect you and the value of your airplane with the Boeing Edge.

Contact us to learn more about the Boeing Aircraft Transition Services at www.boeing.com/commercial/aviationservices.
The Boeing Edge

Fleet Services

Maintenance and Engineering
- Boeing Operations Centers
- Engineering Services
- Lease Transition Services
- Maintenance Manuals
- Maintenance Performance Toolbox
- Maintenance Programs
- Maintenance Training
- Reliability Analysis
- Scheduled Maintenance Analytics
- Technical Support

Maintenance Execution
- AOG Services
- Boeing Shanghai Aviation Services
- GoldCare

Modifications
- Avionics Upgrades
- Boeing Business Jet Services
- Blended Winglets
- Boeing Converted Freighters
- Interior Upgrades
- Performance Improvement Packages
- Performance Upgrades

The statements contained herein are based on good faith assumptions and provided for general information purposes only. These statements do not constitute an offer, promise, warranty or guarantee of performance. Actual results may vary depending on certain events or conditions. This document should not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than that intended by Boeing.